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The ATLAS and CMS experiments at LHC observe small excesses of diphoton events with invariant mass around 750 GeV. Here we study the possibility of nearly parity degenerate and vector-scalar degenerate spectra as well as composite dynamics in 2 scenarios for explaining the excess: Production of a pseudo-scalar via gluon or photon fusion or via decay of a parent particle together with soft additional final states. We discuss possible underlying realizations of the scenarios motivated by dynamical models of electroweak symmetry breaking (without new coloured states) and fermion masses.

The ATLAS and CMS experiments observe local excesses in diphoton final states with invariant masses around 750 GeV. If these excesses are interpreted as a narrow resonance the local significances correspond to 3.6 and 2.6 $\sigma$ respectively leading to modest global significances of 2$\sigma$ in ATLAS and 1.2$\sigma$ in CMS. The significance is slightly higher in the ATLAS experiment if interpreted as a resonance with a width of about 50 GeV while the CMS significance is decreased slightly. The results suggest a reconstructed resonance mass $P$ of around 750 GeV with a production cross-section $\sigma_P \sim 5-10$ fb. Although the significances of the results are rather modest and have been challenged in e.g [3] it is well motivated to entertain the idea that these results may be due to new physics.

General phenomenological analyses indicate that the new state is of composite nature [4], even though other interpretations in terms of simple extensions of the Standard Model (SM) [5], Supersymmetric models [6], Goldstones, Radions and Dilatons [7], axions [8] as well as a wide variety of models or interpretations [9], have been contemplated. Implications for cosmology and dark matter have been discussed e.g. in [10].

In this study we present 2 scenarios for the diphoton excess motivated by composite dynamics for EWSB and spectral symmetries. In particular we examine if the signal can be achieved without invoking new coloured states. Specific models of strong dynamics in which the new states carry color have been studied in [11].

In scenario 1 a pseudo scalar $P$ with a large diphoton partial width is produced in gluon fusion via a top Yukawa of order $5 \times 10^{-2} \lesssim y_{tP} \lesssim 0.7$. The upper limit is chosen so that $\Gamma_{P \to tt}/m_P \lesssim 0.05$, and the total width of $P$ is near the best fit width from the ATLAS data. If $P$ is a composite of new EW charged strongly interacting fermions, involved in EWSB but with a decay constant below $v_{EW}$, a sufficiently large diphoton decay rate is possible in minimal models.

In scenario 2 the pseudo-scalar $P$ is produced via decays of a parent resonance $R$ (see e.g. [12]) with a small mass splitting $\delta m_{RP} = m_R - m_P$. Accordingly $P$ does not need to couple significantly to SM fermions and the branching to diphotons can be $O(1)$. The small mass splitting ensures that the additional final state particles can be soft. Finally $P$ can be off-shell when $\delta m_{RP} < 0$, mimicking a finite width in the diphoton decays. If $P$ and $R$ are composite states of EW charged strongly interacting fermions, involved in EWSB, the $O(1)$ diphoton branching ratio can be achieved and the small mass splitting realized by symmetries. For example parity doubling of the spectrum in the large-$N$ limit of the underlying gauge group or via a vector-scalar symmetry such as in the heavy quark limit of QCD. This scenario, with negligible couplings of $P$ to SM fermions allows the opposite extreme of scenario 1.

We outline specific underlying composite dynamics, motivated by dynamical EWSB and fermion mass generation, able to provide the features needed to explain the excess in both scenarios. The experimental signature distinguishing scenario 1 and scenario 2, independent of the specific realizations we discuss are the additional soft final states which may be difficult to detect.

To motivate the first scenario we note that for an $s$-channel pseudo-scalar resonance $P$ coupled to gluons and photons the excess and the best-fit width in the ATLAS data are reproduced for $\Gamma_P/m_P \sim 0.05$ and $\Gamma_{\gamma\gamma}/m_P \sim 5 \times 10^{-8}$ [3]. For a top Yukawa of 0.7 we have $\Gamma_{gg}/m_P \sim 10^{-4}$ and $\Gamma_{P \to tt}/m_P \sim 0.05$. For a simple 2 Dirac flavor model of dynamical EWSB [13] with an additional lepton doublet and a low compositeness scale $f_P \lesssim 0.4v_{EW}$ we find $\Gamma_{\gamma\gamma}/m_P \simeq 2 \times 10^{-4}$ not too far from the required values. Moreover the ratio $m_P/f_P \sim 10$ for $m_P = 750$ GeV and $f_P = 75$ GeV is similar to the ratio $m_H/f_{\pi}$ in QCD and not unnatural.

As an alternative we consider that the (pseudo-) scalar resonance is produced in the decay $R \to XP(\to \gamma\gamma)$ of a new ‘parent’ resonance $R$ either of spin-0 (S) or of spin-1 (V). The LHC diphoton analysis are inclusive so there could be interesting additional activity $X$ along with the diphoton system, but in this study we require the additional final state(s) $X$ to be soft.
For the spin-1 parent $V$ we take a neutral isosinglet vector resonance with a mass splitting, $\delta m_{VP} = m_V - m_p$, relative to $P$ and coupled predominantly to $b$-quarks. The signal process is $\sigma(pp(\bar{b}b) \rightarrow V \rightarrow PX \rightarrow \gamma\gamma X)$ with $X = \{\gamma_{\tiny{soft}}, Z^{*}\}$ a soft additional photon or off-shell $Z$ boson. Having dominant couplings to $b$-quarks are preferred by the constraints on diphoton resonances from the 8 TeV run of LHC which favor a high increase in production cross-section from 8 to 13 TeV.

For the case of a spin-0 parent the scalar resonance $S$ may be endowed with sizable top-quark couplings e.g. via mixing with the SM Higgs while fermion couplings may be negligible for the pseudo scalar $P$ — allowing a large diphoton branching ratio for $P$.

Even if this might imply a narrow width for $P$ it can appear as a resonance with finite width if produced slightly off-shell [12] when $\delta m_{SP} = m_S - m_P$ is small and negative.

We motivate the three scenarios by outlining composite models of dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion masses that may realize them. The pseudo scalar $P$ may be interpreted as a resonance analogous to the $\pi^0, \eta$ and $\eta'$ states in QCD with sizable diphoton branching ratios. The $V, S$ parent resonances can be thought of as analogues of e.g. the $\omega$ and $\sigma$ mesons in QCD.

The small mass splittings $\delta m_{VP}, \delta m_{SP}$ can e.g. be realized in composite dynamics via parity doubling of the spectrum in the large-$N$ limit of the underlying gauge group or via a vector-scalar symmetry such as in the heavy quark limit of QCD. For certain fermion representations we indeed expect $\delta m_{SP}$ to be small and negative in the large-$N$ limit, allowing off-shell production [14].

Moreover, isosinglet ’$\omega$-like’ vector resonances $V$ will, for some underlying realizations, not mass mix with the SM weak spin-1 bosons and only be coupled to SM fermions via higher dimensional operators [15]. See appendix of [16] for an explicit example. The higher dimensional operators may naturally induce dominant couplings to the 3rd generation SM quarks, for example if these operators are related to a dynamical SM fermion mass generation mechanism like the so-called ’Extended Technicolor’ construction [17] [18].

Simplified Lagrangians and production cross-sections:

We are interested in the signal processes

\[
\sigma(pp \rightarrow P \rightarrow 2\gamma) \ ,
\sigma(pp \rightarrow R \rightarrow PX \rightarrow \gamma\gamma X) \ ,
\]

with $R$ either a spin-1 resonance $V$ or a scalar resonance $S$ and $X$ denoting additional (soft) final states.

The interaction Lagrangian linking the parent resonances to $P$ and to the standard model fermions can be split into the relevant pieces:

\[
\mathcal{L}_V = \sum_f f \frac{\hat{f} V (g_f^V - g_A^V \gamma_5)}{2M_V} + \frac{1}{\Lambda_V} V_{\mu\nu} \tilde{F}^{\mu\nu} P \ ,
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}_P = iy_P f \frac{\hat{f} \gamma_5}{2M_P} + \frac{1}{\Lambda_P} P F_{\mu\nu} \tilde{F}^{\mu\nu}
\]

\[
\mathcal{L}_S = y_{Sf} S^f P + \Lambda_S S P X
\]

where $f$ is a SM fermion, $V_{\mu\nu} = \partial_\mu V_{\nu} - \partial_\nu V_{\mu}$ and $\tilde{F}^{\mu\nu} = \frac{i}{2} \epsilon^{\mu\nu\rho\sigma} F_{\rho\sigma}$ with $F^{\mu\nu}$ being the field strength of the photon.

The partial widths from the above interactions are, ignoring light fermion masses and the mass of $X$,

\[
\Gamma_{P,S \rightarrow f f} \approx \frac{N_c(f)}{8\pi} y_{P,S f}^2 m_P
\]

\[
\Gamma_V \rightarrow f f \approx \frac{N_c(f)}{12\pi} [(g_f^V)^2 + (g_A^V)^2] m_V
\]

\[
\Gamma_P \rightarrow \gamma\gamma \approx \frac{m_P^3}{4\pi\Lambda_P^2}
\]

\[
\Gamma_V \rightarrow \gamma\gamma \approx \frac{1}{24\pi\Lambda_\gamma^2} \left( \frac{m_V^2 - m_P^2}{m_V} \right)^3
\]

\[
\Gamma_S \rightarrow P X \approx \frac{\Lambda_S^2}{16\pi} m_S^2 - m_P^2
\]

where $N_c$ is the number of colors of the fermion.

To fit the peak cross-section of the diphoton excess we assume $m_P \approx 750$ GeV and require $\delta m_{RP} < 200$ GeV, allowing for some additional final state activity given the inclusive searches. The production cross sections in units of the coupling squared are given in Fig. 1, in particular the production of $P$ and $S$ via top-induced gluon fusion (solid purple) and the $b$-quark initiated production of $V$ (blue dashed). The cross sections are derived [17] at NNLO+NNLL accuracy. The loop induced processes have been computed with the model [20]. Next-to-leading order $K$-factors have been computed for $m_{RP} = 750$ GeV using the MadGraph_aMC@NLO program. In the 5 flavour scheme for $b$-quark initiated processes, we obtained $K(\bar{b}b) = 0.99$, see [21] [22]. For the light quark initiated processes we used the SM UFO model and increased the mass of the $Z$-boson, obtaining $K(qq) = 1.16$. We used the same $K$-factor for the scalar case for simplicity. For the gluon fusion topology we used our own effective gluon-Higgs model implementation and obtained a factor of 2.3. However, we adopted $K(qg) = 2.7$ which reproduces the central value of the cross section reported in [23] at NNLO+NNLL accuracy.

Scenarios for the excess

Based on the above simplified Lagrangian we now detail the two scenarios considered here.

In scenario 1 the excess arises from production of the pseudo-scalar $P$ via top-quark loop induced gluon fusion
production or photon fusion with the same mechanism of its subsequent decay into photons. If $P$ couples dominantly to top-quarks in the SM and there are no new colored states, the cross section is well approximated by

$$\sigma_{\gamma\gamma} \simeq (\sigma_{gg \to P,0} y_{P,0}^2 + \sigma_{\gamma\gamma \to P,0} \frac{\Gamma_{P \to \gamma\gamma}}{\Gamma_{\gamma\gamma,0}}) \frac{\Gamma_{P \to \gamma\gamma}}{\Gamma_{P \to \gamma\gamma} + \Gamma_{P \to VV} + \Gamma_{P \to tt}},$$

where $\sigma_{gg \to P,0} = 1.9$ pb is a reference cross-section with $y_{P,0} = 1$, $\sigma_{\gamma\gamma \to P,0} \simeq 3$ fb is a reference cross section for photon-fusion with $\Gamma_{\gamma\gamma,0} = 0.34$ GeV being the diphoton width for $\Delta P = 10$ TeV. $P$ will in general decay to weak bosons, $VV = WW, ZZ, \gamma\gamma$ with $\Gamma_{P \to VV} = r \Gamma_{P \to \gamma\gamma}$ and $r \gtrsim 1.64$ [24] unless isospin breaking couplings are introduced. We will use $r = 1.64$ as a benchmark value. The size of $r$ is constrained by other searches. We have neglected $\Gamma_{P \to tt}$. The photon fusion contribution to the cross section is important for small SM fermion couplings. We adopted a naive approximation, using MadGraph with the photon distribution function of the proton. The error on this piece can be large and we refer the reader to recent [9,24] and on-going [25] studies for more details.

We show the required value of $\Gamma_{P \to \gamma\gamma}$ as a function of $y_{P,0}^2$ in fig. 2 in order to reproduce $\sigma_{\gamma\gamma} \gtrsim 5$ fb in the top loop induced $\sigma_{gg \to P,0}$ and the top loop induced $\sigma_{\gamma\gamma \to P,0}$ are also shown. To reproduce the signal cross-section $\sigma_{\gamma\gamma} \sim 5 - 10$ fb and the width $\Gamma_P \sim 0.05$ GeV, marginally preferred by the ATLAS results over a narrow resonance (locally 3.6 vs 3.9 $\sigma$), we need $y_{P,0}^2 \sim 0.5$ leading to $\Gamma_{P \to \gamma\gamma}/m_P \sim 3 - 6 \times 10^{-4}$. The $tt$ production via $P \to tt$ constrains $y_{P,0}^2 \lesssim 1.5$ [20], even though interference effects between signal and background not taken into account in the analysis should relax this bound. Alternatively, for low $y_{P,0}^2$, the large width can be achieved for $r \sim 8$, also shown in fig. (2).

The parameter targets in this scenario, in order to avoid experimental constraints, are

- $2.5 \times 10^{-3} \gtrsim y_{P,0}^2 \lesssim 0.6$
- $(3 \times 10^{-4} \gtrsim \Gamma_{P \to tt}/m_P \lesssim 0.05)$
- $\Gamma_{P \to \gamma\gamma}/m_P \gtrsim 3 - 6 \times 10^{-4}$

In scenario 2 we first consider the Drell-Yan production of a neutral isosinglet spin-1 resonance $R = V$ with subsequent decay $V \to \gamma\gamma$. Accordingly the branching ratio $Br[V \to \gamma\gamma] \sim O(1)$ is in principle possible as $P$ need not couple significantly to SM fermions to be produced. We adopt a minimum decay rate to weak bosons with $r = 1.64$ as discussed before. Additional final state particles can be soft if the mass splitting $\delta_{m_V}$ is sufficiently small.

To get the minimal required production cross-section $\sigma_{pp \to V,0} \sim 5$ fb, the minimum value of $g_V^0$ or $g_{u,d}^V$ depend on the mass of the parent resonance $V$ and is $g_V^2 \gtrsim 1(3) \times 10^{-3}$ for $m_V = 750(925)$ GeV and $(g_{u,d}^V)^2 \sim 0$ or $(g_{u,d}^V)^2 \gtrsim 5 \times 10^{-6} - 10^{-5}$. The latter is easily achieved via mixing of $V$ with the hyper charge field. However the former situation is preferred by the constraints from the 8 TeV LHC run since the $b$-initiated cross-section grows with nearly a factor 5 from the 8 to 13 TeV run.

We therefore focus on the $b$-dominated case. Near the minimum possible value of the $b$-coupling $(g_b^V)^2 \sim 10^{-3}$ we need $Br[V \to P_{\text{soft}} \gamma\gamma \gamma_{\text{soft}}] \simeq 1$. In fig. 3 the required partial width $\Gamma_{V \to P,0}$, and the corresponding values of $\Lambda_V$ are shown: As $g_b^V$ is increased the needed branching ratio rapidly decrease to a near constant value.

For large values of $g_b^V$ the branching to $bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate. If that is the case, i.e. $Br[V \to bb] > Br[V \to \gamma\gamma]$, the process $pp \to R \to bb$ is likely to dominate.
$P\gamma$, then since the production coupling grows like $(g^V_{\ell})^2$, the required branching to $P\gamma$ becomes $(g^V_{\ell})^2$ independent and only depends on $m_V$ due to the phase space suppression in Eq. (8) and parton distribution suppression. Specifically, we require $\Gamma_{R\to P\gamma}/\Gamma_{R} \approx 0.22 - 0.63$ GeV (or equivalently $\Lambda_V \approx 85 - 820$ GeV) for $m_V = 775 - 925$ GeV. In Fig. 4 we show the range of relevant scales $\Lambda_S$ as a function of $m_R$ and with $m_P = 750$ GeV. As is evident, the range is very sensitive to the phase space suppression $\delta m_{RP}$.

For large $m_V$, di-jet searches impose the limits $(g^V_{\ell})^2 \lesssim 0.6(0.8)$ for $m_V = 900(800)$ GeV [27].

Finally the above discussion assumed a maximum branching ratio of $P$ to di-photons $\text{Br}[P \to \gamma\gamma] = 1/(1+r) = 0.38$ with $(r=1.64)$ and negligible couplings of $P$ to SM fermions. In specific models that last assumption may not be true, and in one discussed below, indeed $P$ decays also to $b$-quark pairs.

In scenario 2 the parent resonance may also be a scalar resonance $S$ in a (nearly) parity doubled spectrum of scalar(s) $S$ and pseudo-scalar(s) $P$. The scalar $S$ may then e.g. be endowed with top-quark couplings via mixing with the SM Higgs while $P$ can have negligible mixing with the Higgs due to parity and negligible couplings to fermions. Finally the decay $S\to P\gamma$ can be large and dominate $S\to tt$ even for sizable Yukawa couplings. The final states $X$ could include soft QCD processes, (parameterized e.g. via a mixing of $P$ with pseudo-scalars like the $\eta$ and $\pi$), or additional new but light composite states that mix with $P$ as in [28].

In order to reproduce the di-photon signal in this scenario the minimal production cross section, $\sigma_{pp\to S} \sim 5$ fb, demands a Yukawa coupling $y^{\eta}_{P\ell} \gtrsim 4 \times 10^{-3}$, for $m_S = 775$ GeV, while for $m_S = 925$ GeV, $y^{\eta}_{P\ell} \gtrsim 0.01$. The required partial widths and $\Lambda_S$ as a function of $y^{\eta}_{P\ell}$ are also shown, with dashed lines, in fig. 4. The decay width to fermions is also shown for comparison. Different from the vector scenario, the effect of the kinetic suppression is milder and the different resonance mass converge to similar $\Lambda_S$ values for large Yukawa, shown in fig. 4.

The ATLAS results marginally prefer a resonance with a non-negligible width (locally $3.6$ vs $3.9 \sigma$). While composite dynamics can generate a sizeable diphoton partial width $\Gamma_{P\to\gamma\gamma}$ it is hard to account for a $\Gamma_P \sim 0.05m_P$. If such a total width is corroborated the $P$ could be produced off-shell and mimic a finite width for $m_V < m_P + m_X$ [12]. In fig. 5, case A, we show the diphoton distribution of a slightly off-shell $P^*$ produced together with a light (pseudoscalar) state $X$ for $m_P = m_S = 750$ GeV and $m_X = 0, 10, 20, 30$ GeV. In fig. 6, case B, we take $m_X = 0$ and force $P^*$ off-shell from requiring $m_P = m_S + dm$ and $m_S = 750$ GeV with $dm = 0, 10, 20, 30$ GeV while in fig. 7, case C, we fix $m_P = 750$ GeV and take $m_S = 760 - dm$, again for $dm = 0, 10, 20, 30$ GeV. In the three cases it can be seen that a broad distribution which tracks the ATLAS data reasonably with the $40$ GeV experimental binning.
is achieved. The second peak, seen with the finer 5 GeV binning, emerges when the parent $S^*$ goes off shell while $P$ is on shell. It cannot be resolved with current data, but with sufficient future LHC data this can serve as a diagnostic of the off-shell processes considered here.

To compute the distributions, the simplified Lagrangians in eq. [4] were implemented in the UFO format [29] using the Feynrules package [30]. The Yukawa coupling is set to $y_t = 0.1$ and an effective gluon operator $SG^{\mu
u}G_{\mu
u}/\Lambda_G$, with $\Lambda_G = 6.82 \times 10^4$ was implemented to reproduce the corresponding production cross section induced by a top loop, although the full loop structure in general would lead to modification in the distribution. We used a fiducial scale $\Lambda_S = 750(1000)$ GeV for the distributions in cases A and B (C). The correct values to reproduce the required branching ratios to diphotons are larger and shown in the dotted lines in fig. (4) for cases B (orange dotted line, on the horizontal axis $M$ refers to $m_P$) and C. The cross sections to diphotons have been rescaled accordingly. The correction to the total widths used in the figures are negligible. We performed a simple parton level analysis implementing the kinematical cuts used in the ATLAS analysis: $E_T^2 > 40 \text{ GeV}$, $E_T^3 > 30 \text{ GeV}$, $E_T^3/m_{\gamma\gamma} > 0.4$ and $E_T^3/m_{\gamma\gamma} > 0.3$, where $\gamma_{1,2}$ are the leading (subleading) photons in transverse energy, $E_T$. Below we discuss explicit underlying gauge theories which in the large-N limit realize this [4].

To summarize our primary parameter target in scenario 2 with a scalar parent $S$ are

- $5 \times 10^{-3} \lesssim (y_{P})^2 \lesssim 0.7$,
- $1 \gtrsim \text{Br}[S \rightarrow PX \rightarrow \gamma\gamma X] \gtrsim 5 \times 10^{-3}$,
- $\delta m_{SP} \equiv m_S - m_P \ll m_P$.

In both $V$ and $S$ scenarios, a contribution from direct production of $P$ via photon fusion will be present, relaxing the requirements on $\Lambda_S$ and $\Lambda_V$. Contrary to scenario 1, the decay rate $P \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ can vary almost freely, although in the models we will discuss it is more natural to have $\Gamma(P \rightarrow \gamma\gamma) \lesssim 0.3$, and $\Lambda_P \gtrsim 10 \text{ TeV}$. In fig. (8) this effect is taken into account in the determination of the partial widths, $\Gamma(V \rightarrow \gamma\gamma)$ and $\Gamma(S \rightarrow PX)$ and the effect is found to be small but can interplay with the parent decay topology to produce the correct excess. For scenario 1 on the other hand, there is no freedom in choosing $\Lambda_P$ and therefore the photon fusion contribution is also fixed - we nevertheless also show the effect of neglecting it in the figure.

$P \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ and $R \rightarrow PX$ decay widths

If $P$ arises from composite dynamics we may estimate its coupling and diphoton decay width, from loops of new strongly interacting fermions $Q$, by analogy with pseudoscalars such as the $a^0, \eta$ and $\eta'$ in QCD. The two-photon decay width of the $a^0$ in QCD is given roughly by $\Gamma_{a^0 \rightarrow \gamma\gamma}/m_{a^0} \sim 6 \times 10^{-8}$ [31] in excellent agreement with the formula $\Gamma_{\pi \rightarrow \gamma\gamma} \simeq \frac{a^2 m_{\pi}^2}{64\pi f^2_{\pi}}$ with $f_\pi = 93$ GeV.
MeV. This formula includes the factor $\text{Tr}[\gamma_5 Q^2] = 1$ where $Q$ is the charge matrix of the $u, d$ fermions and the trace includes color. For the iso-singlet $P$, similar to the $\eta$ and $\eta'$ in QCD, this becomes a sum over charges squared rather than a difference. For a discussion of the $\eta'$ in QCD we refer to [32].

Up to non-perturbative factors we therefore estimate the diphoton decay width of an isosinglet $P$ via

$$\frac{\Gamma_{P \rightarrow \gamma\gamma}}{m_P} \sim \frac{\alpha^2 m_{\pi}^2}{64\pi f_P^2} \left(\sum_Q d(R_Q) e_Q^2\right)^2$$  (12)

$$\sim 3 \times 10^{-8} \frac{m_P^2}{f_P^2} \left(\sum_Q d(R_Q) e_Q^2\right)^2$$  (13)

where we sum over the the strongly interacting constituents $Q$ of $P$, having factored out the dimension of the representation $d(R_Q)$ under the strongly interacting gauge group.

Thus we can get a large diphoton decay rate to mass ratio $\Gamma_{P \rightarrow \gamma\gamma}/m_P$ with respect to the $\Gamma_{\pi \rightarrow \gamma\gamma}/m_\pi$ if the ratio of mass to decay constant $m_P/f_P$ is large and if there is a sufficiently large number of underlying fermionic degrees of freedom. Below we give explicit examples. From the above estimates and eq. (9) we identify the scale $\Lambda_P \sim \frac{6 \times 10^9 f_P}{f_P}$.  

Similarly we may estimate the decay rate of $V$ into $P\gamma$, from the analogous decay rates $\omega \rightarrow \pi^0\gamma/\eta\gamma$ in QCD. From $\Gamma(\omega \rightarrow \pi^0\gamma)/m_\omega \sim 10^{-3}$ we find

$$\frac{\Gamma_{V \rightarrow P\gamma}}{m_V} \sim \frac{8 \Gamma(\omega \rightarrow \pi^0\gamma)}{m_\omega} \frac{f_P^2}{m_P^2} \delta m_{PV} \frac{m_P}{m_V}$$

$$\sim 10^{-4} \frac{m_P^2}{f_P^2} \delta m_{PV} \frac{m_P}{m_V} \frac{1}{m_V}.$$  (14)

This may be compared to the minimal unavoidable decay width of $V$ into $b$-quarks, $\Gamma_{V \rightarrow b\bar{b}}/m_P \gtrsim 10^{-4}$ from the required production couplings in this scenario. Correspondingly $\Lambda_V \sim 32 f_P$ in Eq. (8). Because of the strong suppression of the branching from the phase space factor $(\frac{\delta m_{PV}}{m_V})^3$ it is hard to get sufficient diphoton cross-section from this QCD-scaled estimate without additional hard activity in the final state: e.g. $\frac{\Gamma_{V \rightarrow P\gamma}}{f_P} \sim 10^{-4}$ for $\delta m_{PV} = 2 f_P = 150 \text{ GeV}$.

We finally consider the case of a spin-0 parent resonance $S$. From eq. (9) we have

$$\frac{\Gamma_{S \rightarrow P\gamma}}{m_S} \sim \frac{\Lambda_S^2 \delta m_{SP}}{8 \pi m_S^2}$$  (15)

$$\sim \frac{\sin^2(\theta)}{16\pi} \frac{m_S \delta m_{SP}}{f_P^2}$$  (16)

In the last line we have taken $\Lambda_S \sim \frac{\Lambda_P^2}{f_P} \sin(\theta)$, by assuming a vertex of the form $\mathcal{L} = \frac{m_P^2}{f_P^2} SPP$ (equivalent to the SM linear sigma model) and by introducing an angle $\theta$ that parameterizes the mixing between $P$ and $X$. This can be compared to the minimum width $\Gamma_{S \rightarrow tt}/m_S \gtrsim 5 \times 10^{-4}$ arising if $S$ is produced at a level of $\sigma_S \sim 5 \text{ fb}$ purely via a top-induced gluon fusion. Notably the smaller phase space suppression, as compared to $V \rightarrow P\gamma$ allows to achieve the cross-section more easily.

Model Frameworks:

We focus on minimal composite models of EWSB as realizations of our above scenarios. Minimal we here take to mean the sector breaking EW contains a few EW doublets of strongly interacting fermions without QCD colour. Additional interactions are required to generate the SM fermion masses and Yukawa couplings of the composite states to the SM fermions. This can be done via 'ETC' interactions where 4-fermion operators bilinear in the SM fields [17, 18] generate the required couplings, 'partial fermion compositeness' where the 4 fermion operators are linear in the SM fields [33] or by coupling the strong sector to fundamental scalar fields with Yukawa couplings [34].

A low compositeness scale $f_P < v_{EW} = 175 \text{ GeV}$ where $f_P$ is the analogue of $f_x$ in QCD can lead to a large photon decay rate of $P$. This arises in composite models with multiple fermion representations [35] or when the composite sector is coupled to, and induces vacuum expectation values for, fundamental scalars [34]. The 125 GeV scalar may then be (partially) composite and identified with one of these scalars.

As explicit examples of scenario 1 and the signal process

$$\sigma(pp \rightarrow P \rightarrow 2\gamma)$$  (17)

we first consider the minimal $SU(3)_C \times SU(2)_L \times U(1)_X$ MWT model (or Next to Minimal Walking Technicolor) model [39] which features a single doublet of Dirac fermions $Q = (U, D)$.  

![FIG. 8. Effect of photon fusion on the required partial widths. The dashed lines includes the photon contribution with $\Lambda_P = 10 \text{ TeV}$ while the solid line neglect it. For $P \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ we show the effect of neglecting photon fusion in the solid line, while the dot-dashed one is the usual prediction with photon fusion included. We used $m_R = 825 \text{ GeV}$ and $r = 1.64$.](image-url)
in the 2-index symmetric representation of $SU(3)$ with $d(R_Q) = 6$ and charges $e_U = -e_D = \frac{1}{2}$ leading to $\sum_Q(d(R_Q) e_Q^2) = 9$. Assuming $f_P/\sqrt{s_{\text{EW}}} \sim 0.5$ we find a diphoton decay width corresponding to $\sum_i (P_i/m_P)^2 \sim 3 \times 10^{-5}$.

Another minimal model is a variant of the $SU(2)_{\text{Adj}}$ MWT model, or simply MWT model \[36\], featuring a single doublet of Dirac fermions but in the adjoint representation of $SU(2)$ with $d(R_Q) = 3$. Due to a Witten global anomaly this model requires an additional heavy lepton doublet $(\xi, \nu_\xi)$ in the spectrum and a gauge anomaly free charge assignment is \[13\].

$$Q(U) = 1, Q(D) = 0, Q(\xi) = -2, Q(\nu_\xi) = -1, \quad (18)$$

If we assume late Yukawa couplings of the leptons to $P$ this leads to $\sum_Q(d(R_Q) e_Q^2) = 64$. Assuming $f_P/\sqrt{s_{\text{EW}}} = 0.4$ we find $\Gamma_{\gamma\gamma}(P/m_P) \sim 2 \times 10^{-4}$ and with a top coupling $g_{\gamma\gamma} \lesssim 0.1$ a signal cross-section of $\sigma_{\gamma\gamma} \gtrsim 5$ fb can be accommodated see fig. \[2\].

Interestingly, by naive scaling of QCD, and identifying $P$ with the analogue of the $q'$ state such a decay constant $f_P$ would correspond to a $P$ mass of about 750 GeV.

While it is clear that it is not immediate to explain the observed signal cross-section without introducing new colored states to enhance production of $P$ we have here demonstrated that it is possible, even in relatively minimal models of dynamical EWSB. In models with more strongly interacting fermions carrying color, it is certainly possible \[11\] to get a sufficient rate. Alternatively the composite $P$ can be coupled to new vector like coloured fermions \[8\] or to heavy quarks responsible for (Witten) anomaly cancellation \[37\].

As explicit examples of scenario 2 we first consider the case of a spin-1 parent and the signal process

$$\sigma(pp \rightarrow V \rightarrow P_{\gamma\text{soft}} \rightarrow \gamma\gamma_{\gamma\text{soft}}). \quad (19)$$

A relatively small mass splitting $\delta m_{V_P}$ of the vector/pseudo-scalar system $V - P$ may be accidental. In composite dynamics it arises if $V$ and $P$ share one or more constituent fermions which are heavy with respect to the confinement scale generating the bound state. A well known example of this is the vector-scalar mass degeneracy in the heavy quark limit of QCD.

In general the symmetries of the SM allow an interaction term

$$\mathcal{L} = -\frac{\kappa}{4} \tilde{V}^{\mu\nu} \tilde{B}_{\mu\nu} \quad (20)$$

where $\tilde{V}^{\mu\nu}$ is the field strength tensor of the interaction eigenstate spin-1 resonance $\tilde{V}$ and $\tilde{B}_{\mu\nu}$ is the interaction eigenstate hypercharge field. This mixing term will couple the mass eigenstate $V^\mu$ roughly universally to the fermion currents with a coupling of the size $\epsilon g Y(f)$ where $g'$ is the hypercharge coupling and $Y(f)$ is the hyper charge of the fermion $f$.

Such a kinetic mixing may equivalently be rewritten as a mass mixing of interaction eigenstates. However, if $V$ is composite this mass mixing with the SM weak bosons does not arise for certain anomaly free choices of weak charges of the underlying fermions \[15\]. An explicit example is the $SU(3)_C$ MWT model above as shown explicitly in the appendix of \[16\]. Instead $V$ may still have 'direct' couplings to the SM fermion currents $J_{f,\mu}$ induced via higher dimensional operators. If $V$ is a composite bilinear of the form $V^\mu \sim Q^\gamma_\mu Q \equiv J_\mu^Q$, where $Q$ represents the constituents of $V$, such a coupling arises via the dimension 6 operator:

$$\frac{1}{\Lambda_b^2} J_{\mu}^Q J_{b,\mu} = \frac{1}{\Lambda_b^2} \tilde{Q}^{\gamma_\mu} Q b_{\gamma_\mu b} \quad (21)$$

where $\Lambda_b$ is related to the mass scale of the interactions mediating the 4-fermion operators.

The effective Lagrangian for the composite states can be described via a chiral (vector resonance) Lagrangian with the goldstone bosons contained in a non-linear sigma field $U$ such that we can identify

$$J_{\mu}^Q \rightarrow f_5^QTr(id^\mu U U^\dagger) \rightarrow f_5^Q \tilde{g} V^\mu \quad (22)$$

$$D^\mu U = \partial^\mu U - i\tilde{g} V^\mu U \quad (23)$$

where the effective sigma field on the vacuum is normalized to $(U) = 1$ and $\tilde{g} \lesssim 4\pi$ is the effective strong interaction coupling. In QCD $\tilde{g}$ would be related to $g_{\pi\pi}$ where we identified the 'pion' decay constant with $f_P$.

Then from the above composite operator we find

$$\frac{1}{\Lambda_b^2} J_{\mu}^Q J_{b,\mu} \rightarrow f_5^2 \tilde{g} V^\mu J_{b,\mu}, \quad (24)$$

and require $\frac{\tilde{g}^2}{\Lambda_b^2} \gtrsim 4.2(5.6) \times 10^{-2}$ for $\delta m_{V_P} = 75(175)$ GeV to get a production cross-section of at least 5 fb. Even for larger couplings, e.g. $\tilde{g}/\Lambda_b \gtrsim 0.1$ the scale varies little around $f_P \sim \Lambda_S/32 \sim 10(20)$ GeV for mass splitting $\delta m_{PV} = 75(175)$ GeV, which is very small - even if the constituent quarks have large masses. The corresponding values of $\Lambda_b \lesssim \sqrt{\frac{3}{81}} f_P \sim \sqrt{\frac{3}{32}} (63)$ GeV are around the weak scale $\sqrt{s_{\text{EW}}} \sim 175$ GeV for $\tilde{g} \sim 4\pi$.

These interactions may e.g. be induced via ETC type interactions of the form

$$\frac{1}{\Lambda_b^2} Q_L \sigma^\mu b_L Q_R \sigma^\mu b_R, \quad (25)$$

where we identify $\Lambda_b \sim M_{\text{ETC},b}/g_{\text{ETC}}$ with the ratio of mass and coupling of an exchanged ETC gauge boson. Upon Fierz rearrangement and condensation of $Q$’s this leads to a mass term for the $b$-quark and will include interaction terms of the form

$$\frac{c_1}{\Lambda_b^2} Q^\gamma Q b_{\gamma_\mu b} + \frac{c_2}{\Lambda_b^2} Q^\gamma Q b_{\gamma_5 b} + \ldots \quad (26)$$

where $c_{1,2}$ are $O(1)$ numbers. Getting a sufficiently large coupling requires $M_{\text{ETC},b} \sim g_{\text{ETC}} \sqrt{3}/32(63)$ GeV which still for $\tilde{g} \sim 4\pi, g_{\text{ETC}} \sim 4$ is low for typical ETC models.
Again the scenario is borderline able to account for the observed excess of photons at LHC. In particular the analysis has neglected Clebsch-Gordon coefficients from the fusing of group structure matrices in the ETC interactions. We leave it as a proof of principle that an underlying composite model can be constructed to realize our scenario 2.

We finally consider the case of a spin-0 parent resonance $S$ and the signal process

$$\sigma(pp \rightarrow S \rightarrow PX \rightarrow \gamma\gamma X).$$

We identify $S$ with a (partially composite) scalar with sizable Yukawa couplings either from mass mixing with a fundamental scalar as in [34] or via 4-fermion interactions [17,18,33]. Like the $\sigma$ resonance in QCD we expect a significant coupling to pseudo scalar pair $\mathcal{L} = \Lambda_S SPP$ with $\Lambda_S \sim \frac{m_P^2}{f_P}$ leading to an $O(1)$ width for $\Gamma_{S \rightarrow PP}$ for massless $P$. With $m_P \simeq 750$ GeV the decay mode is closed kinematically but we imagine that $P$ mixes with lighter state(s) of the same quantum numbers. An interesting possibility is the scenario in [28] where a few new GeV scale of a neutral composite sector is present and provides DM candidates. If $X$ denotes a pseudoscalar state then $P$ can mix with it.

At the minimal Yukawa coupling $y_{St}$ required to reproduce the di-photon excess exclusively via the top-loop induced process, the scale $\Lambda_S$ as well as the required partial width of $S \rightarrow PX$ diverges, and $f_P$ tends to vanish. Near this low values of $y_{St}$ photon fusion plays an important role in the production of the $P$ state, as discussed in scenario 1. Fixing the previously introduced mixing angle $\sin(\theta) = 0.1$, in order to get $f_P \gtrsim 15$ GeV it is necessary $y_{St}^2 \sim 0.012$ for $\delta m_{SP} = 25$ GeV and photon fusion may still play an important role for typical values of $\Lambda_P$. For larger values of $y_{St}^2 \gtrsim 0.1$ the top-quark dominates both the production via loop and decay widths of $S$, making $\Lambda_S, f_P$ and the partial width $S \rightarrow PX$ varying little in $y_{St}$. For $y_{St} = 0.1$ and $\sin(\theta) = 0.1$ we have $f_P = 73, 107, 119$ GeV for $\delta m_{SP} = 25, 75, 175$ GeV. We conclude that our scenario 2 is more easily achieved with a scalar parent resonance than with a vector.

Finally we note that in this scenario 2, where $P$ may have negligible couplings to SM, $P$ may still be produced directly via photon-fusion, given the sizable diphoton couplings that can be achieved.

Possible signatures:

In the limit where $P$ is produced off-shell a distinct feature which can identify this scenario 2 over the photon fusion, or the gluon fusion production of $P$ in scenario 1, is the double peak, or peak plus tail, structure in the diphoton signal, which can be resolved with more statistics and finer binning, see figs. [4,5].

Once $P$ is produced on-shell but with the additional final state(s) $X$ very soft, it will be complicated to distinguish from additional activity in the simple gluon fusion production in scenario 1. Finally in the limit where the mass splitting becomes sizable the tell-tale sign of the vector realization $V \rightarrow P\gamma/Z$ of scenario 2 will be the production of an additional photon or an on shell $Z$ boson reconstructing the $V$ invariant mass above the $P$ mass.

Variations:

In other realizations than the one considered here it is possible to motivate larger couplings of the vector resonance to $b$-quarks which in turn would allow a broader resonance $P$ while still achieving the observed signal cross-section. At the prize of increased tension with LHC8 data it is also simply possible that $R$ is produced via the light SM fermions. This would be the case in composite models of a vector $R = V$ and underlying fermion charges allowing a direct mass-mixing between $V$ and the SM hypercharge $B$ field.

Another interesting possibility is the regime where $P$ is extremely light such that the decay of $P$ via $V \rightarrow (P \rightarrow \gamma \gamma \gamma)$ would lead to a highly collimated diphoton pair [38]. This spectrum would be possible if $P$ were a nearly exact Goldstone boson.

Summary:

We have considered 2 scenarios for explaining the recently observed excesses in diphoton final states near 750 GeV invariant masses by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [1,2]. Our motivation was to connect the signal to models of (dynamical) electroweak symmetry breaking and flavor and to avoid having to invoke new vector-like colored states.

In both scenarios we assume the excess is due to a pseudo-scalar resonance produced either directly in top-induced gluon fusion or via a parent resonance $R$ close in mass. We take the parent resonance $R$ to be either spin-1 or spin-0. With a small mass splitting between $R$ and $P$ the additional activity in the final state beyond the diphoton pair can be soft. We further assumed the spin-1 parent couples dominantly to $b$-quarks in order to have a large enhancement of the production cross-section from the 8 TeV to the 13 TeV run. While such mass degeneracies and couplings are in general ad hoc we motivated them in symmetry limits of scenarios of weak scale composite dynamics.

In all scenarios a significant coupling of $P$ to photons is induced by new (dynamically) heavy strongly interacting fermions.

If the signal is due to a pseudo-scalar produced in gluon fusion via an order 1 top Yukawa, producing a width $\Gamma_P \sim 0.05m_P$ the pseudo-scalar must have a very significant partial width into photons. We found that this is possible even in relatively minimal, but low scale composite models of EWSB. Thus an additional sector playing a role in EW symmetry breaking must in this case be present.

If the signal is instead due to production of $P$ via a parent resonance the branching of $P$ into diphotons can be $O(1)$. We discussed the possibility of a spin-1 parent...
resonance coupled dominantly to $b$-quarks, motivated by the $\omega$ meson in QCD and by the dominant third generation couplings induced from 'Extended Technicolor'-type interactions. However in this case it is hard to reach the require cross-section.

Finally if the parent resonance is a scalar $S$, top couplings of $S$ might be induced due to mass mixing with the 125 GeV Higgs, while fermion couplings of $P$ could be negligible. In that case we could have a very narrow resonance with a branching ratio into photons of order 1. If a large width of the excess observed in ATLAS data persists this could be due to a slightly off-shell production of $P$.

The distinct experimental signature of the second scenario is the presence of an additional soft photon or off-shell $Z$ (for sufficiently small mass splittings) in the final state, while in the third scenario with a scalar parent, there would be additional soft hadronic activity. The most important motivation for our study is the connection of the diphoton excess to underlying models of dynamical EWSB.
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